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1  Camera Systems 
 
 

As your photographic skills increase and you get to the point where you are ready to 
buy a D-SLR camera - with have more creative options - buy into one of the two main 
camera systems, either Nikon or Canon.  Both make fine cameras and have full systems 
of equipment that you can grow into.  Other camera makers make good cameras but 
don’t offer the same broad line of lenses and accessories.  It’s hard to move into wildlife 
photography if your digital camera system doesn’t offer long telephoto lenses.  It can be 
difficult to find a full range of macro (close-up) photography lenses or flashes if you 
shoot in a limited system.  
 
Once in the Nikon or Canon family you can rest assured that they will continue to 
upgrade their systems, and that will always include backward compatibility to your 
digital camera body.  Both Nikon and Canon lenses and equipment will always perform 
better on Nikon and Camera bodies, while non-OEM lenses will not.  Buying into a 
camera system reduces future costs to you – in terms of changing systems – but also 
provides a stable source of cutting edge technology in new camera bodies. 
 

  
Nikon D4 Body Canon 1D Mark X 

 
Buying a new camera is where the rubber meets the road.  So many considerations are 
possible with a new camera purchase that they can confuse your judgment.  Simply put, 
buy the most advanced camera body you can afford today.  Period.  Should you buy a 
camera with a larger megapixel sensor that your last body?  Yes.  Will a high speed 
motordrive help? – Yes, the higher FPS the better.  Are a huge variety of function 
controls through mind-boggling menu options important to have? – Yes, get them all.  
New camera bodies have cutting edge technology in controlling image noise, higher ISO 
settings, processing speed, and many other features that will assist you in the field.  
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In 2005 I sold my treasured Nikon F5 (Film) Camera body ($2200 when I purchased it 
brand new, $900 when I sold it) and bought the most sophisticated Nikon digital camera 
on the market – the Nikon D2x for $5000.   Over the next few years technology 
upgrades in the newer Nikon D3s have improved image quality at high ISO settings, 
functionality, better buffering capacity, a full size image sensor, higher motordrive 
speed, and a multitude of firmware improvements made this body a major step up over 
mine.  The Nikon D3s cost me another $5200.  Now the D4 has arrived….ugg. 
 
There are many equipment makers who provide point-and-shoot (ps) cameras that 
produce amazing results:  Nikon, Olympus, Canon, Sony, Panasonic, and Fuji are leaders 
in ps cameras.  These cameras, also known as pocket cameras, not only shoot photos 
but take video as well – with much better results than your phone.  For all the 
photography I do I still own a handy ps camera for times when small is the best option. 
 

 
 

  
Nikon P5100 Canon Powershot SD 4000 Fuji Finepix f80 

 
Like shopping for food, you need to have a plan when you decide it’s time to add a new 
camera to your arsenal.  If you don’t, you are a target for camera store salesmen who 
will try to entice you into products that may satisfy you momentarily, but fall short of 
what you truly need.  Salesmen want to sell you products where the store makes the 
maximum amount of money, and maybe their sales commissions increase as well.  So 
here are a few considerations the next time you go equipment shopping, in a store or 
online. 
 
1.  Consumer Grade (entry level) vs. Professional Grade 
 
Why does one 24-70mm zoom lens cost $300 and another 24-70mm zoom cost $1300?  
It’s all about the glass.  Professional grade lenses have larger pieces of glass, thus 
allowing more light to reach the digital sensor.  Usually, this results in a minimum f-stop 
of F2.8 on most zoom lenses, and F4 on large telephoto lenses.  This large amount of 
light reaching the sensor has many positive effects, such as a brighter viewfinder and 
higher shutter-speeds under any lighting conditions.  Professional grade lenses have all 
multi-coated glass elements, while many consumer grade lenses only have glass as the 
front and rear elements; the other elements are really plastic.  A typical lens can have as 
many as 8-12 elements that direct light and create focus onto the digital sensor.  Ever 
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notice how some lenses don’t feel like they weigh anything?  Another advantage of 
professional grade lenses is that they are engineered with better quality glass, such as 
Nikon’s ED (extra low dispersion) glass, and are multi-coated with materials that 
enhance their light gathering abilities.  These coatings absorb diffracted light, improve 
color and contrast, and reduce lens flare and ghosting. 
 
2.  Functionality vs Price 
 
Does the lens you’re considering come with a VR (Vibration Reduction - Nikon) or IS 
(Image Stabilization – Canon) function?  How fast a lens do you need?  If you shoot 
primarily landscapes on a tripod, the VR/IS function is not as important.  One thing to 
try and avoid is buying the kit lenses that come packaged with a new digital camera.  
Buy the camera separately, and then buy the lenses that are right for you.   
 
Do you want to take snapshots of the kids, shoot weddings and portraits, or create fine 
art nature or still life photographs?  Do you want to stay an amateur, or do you have 
dreams of shooting for a living? 

 

 
 

 
Consumer Grade 
Nikon 18-55mm 
F3.5-5.6 G ED II  
Zoom Lens $120 

 Professional Grade 
Nikon 17-55mm 

F2.8 G IF-ED 
Zoom Lens $1200 

 
Definitions: 
IF – Internal Focus     ED – Extra Low Dispersion Glass      

 

 
Photography is a journey, not a destination – you can’t buy your way to being a better 
photographer.  If you went to a seminar or are reading my seminar notes then you want to 
be a better photographer, you want to improve your abilities – so don’t spend money 
twice.  There is an old gardening saying that I heard in Utah – “Plant early, plant often.”  If 
you are in a rush to have a lens, you will end up buying that lens twice because you will 
settle for a consumer grade lens (lower price) when you really need the pro lens.  Keep 
shooting with what you have until the time is right to upgrade your equipment correctly.  
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Only buy a lens once.  Check out E-bay or Craig’s List for bargains.  Call and check camera 
stores that sell used equipment.  Getting that new or used pro grade lens means having to 
upgrade out of necessity.  My one caveat to buying used equipment is that you get the 
lens serviced by Nikon or Canon immediately after buying it. 

 
Nikon 500mm F4 ED Silent-Wave Motor Super Telephoto Lens 

 

 
Anna’s Hummingbird.    Shot with a 500 f4 lens at 1/500 second at f5.6.  Bogen Tripod. 

 

How much lens can you afford?  A 500mm f4 lens like the one pictured above, costs a lot 
of money.  I bought this lens more than a decade ago for over $6000, today (2012) it 
would cost about $9000 new.   
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Try and reach a consensus of opinions on the advice you receive.  Read reviews on 
equipment online – just Google the lens you are interested in and read the information 
you find.  These are the usual cameras/lenses in my bag: 

18-35 F4 G ED Zoom Lens 24-120 F4 G ED Zoom Lens 

80-200 F2.8 ED D Zoom Lens 60 F2.8 ED D Macro Lens 

105 F2.8 ED D Macro Lens 500 F4 ED IS Telephoto Lens 

Nikon D2x (DX) Body Nikon D3s (FX) Body 

Every lens I own I shoot, and shoot a lot.  In the past I bought lenses or other pieces of 
equipment that I thought I needed, but they turned out to be seldom used – and I sold 
them.  They are too heavy in my bag and too expensive to my budget to just have them 
sitting around collecting dust.  I apply the same rules to camera equipment as I do to my 
clothes:  If I haven’t worn them in a year I don’t need them anymore.  Sell them, donate 
them, or throw them away. 

Yellow Warbler.  Shot with the 500mm f4 lens at 1/1250 second at f4.  Bogen Tripod. 
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3.  DX or FX Camera Sensors 

 
DX Sensors, also called APS-C sensors or cropped sensors are smaller than full-frame digital 
sensors (FX).  In DSLR cameras they are usually 16mm by 24mm in size.  The larger FX 
sensors are 24mm by 36mm in size, reflecting the size of original 35mm film. 

You can see from this diagram that the DX sensor (square Red rectangle) “crops” into the 
tradition format size, and this leads to a crop factor.  My old Nikon D2x has a 1.5x crop 
factor, thus, a 24mm lens mounted on this camera with a DX sensor, really means you are 
shooting the lens at 36mm.  Some lenses are designed to be shot on cameras that shoot 
APS-C sensors, and they usually carry the DX lettering on the lens somewhere.  The upside 
is that many photographers rely on a camera with a DX sensor to increase the 
magnification power of their prime zoon lens.  This can be a big advantage in wildlife 
photography, where my 500mm f4 lens will shoot like a 750mm f4 lens on my D2x, or on a 
D300.  Crop factors vary slightly in Canon cameras. 

Recently Nikon (and Canon will follow) has come out with less expensive camera bodies 
($2000-$3000) that incorporate FX sensors, previously found only in their most expensive 
camera bodies ($5000-$6000).  So the question arises, FX or DX?  As with so many things, it 
depends. 

The overall image quality of FX sensors is much higher (and less noisy) than that of DX 
sensors, so if you’re a portrait or landscape photographer FX is your choice.  I would prefer 
to crop into an FX sensor image rather than use the Nikon 1.5 crop factor to achieve the 
same magnification.  The FX sensor is superior to the DX sensor in all regards and so the 
decision is simple for me, though I can see the benefits of a DX sensor in wildlife 
photography for those who don’t want to spend the money for an FX sensor camera.  
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2  Tripods & Accessories 
 
 

A solid tripod is the most important accessory you can buy.  I use Bogen tripods but there 
are many good tripod makers, such as Gitzo, on the market today.  Your tripod, with its 
legs extended and mounted to a quick-release head, should bring the camera to near your 
eye level.  Don’t buy a short tripod that makes you bend over.  Shooting in an 
uncomfortable position will, as time goes by, force you to shoot fewer images and will 
eventually build up negative feelings about tripod use.  95% of my images are shot from a 
tripod. 
 
Also, buy a tripod whose legs can angle out 90 degrees if necessary in uneven terrain.  
Don’t buy a tripod that has supports coming out from the center column because they 
won’t allow you to shoot low to the ground.  If you look at the photo of me below, you will 
notice I took a saw and cut off half the middle support just so I could get lower to the 
ground. 

There seems to be some folks who own the 
newer, high ISO quality cameras – to 
shooting hand-held, especially in bird 
photography.   I’ve been in the field on 
photo safaris and had folks nearby hand-
holding 500mm lenses.  They carry the big, 
heavy lenses on straps hanging from their 
shoulders or rest them on railings or on the 
ground when not shooting.  What they 
might gain in freedom of movement they 
would lose in more deleted images.   

The gardening knee pads really help in rough and 
dangerous terrain, especially around cactus 

. 

  

The most important part of the tripod is the 
head, and it should be bought separately 
from the tripod legs.  Buy a quick-release 
ball head for the tripod that can handle your 
largest lens.  Ball heads can get you quickly 
into action and the single adjustment 
tightening lever is great in the field.   

Bogen 496 RC2  
Quick Release Head 

Bogen Quick 
Release Plates 
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I use a massive Bogen ball head that isn’t made anymore, model #3038, to mount my 
500mm F4 lens and camera body to.  The larger the ball of the ball head the smoother 
your transitions, panning, and compositional changes will be.  I can’t say enough about 
how important it is to get into action quickly.  Being able to snap the lens or camera body 
onto a quick-release head in a second or two is a light year jump forward from having to 
screw mount the camera body every time you want to use the tripod.  The tripod is the 
best friend you have in photography.   Buy enough quick-release plates for all your camera 
bodies and lenses that have a mounting bracket, and then buy a couple of extras for your 
photo vest and car. 
 

 
On a photo safari to Death Valley NP, Rich Berrett takes 

his tripod right to the ground for the best angle. 
Bogen Model 055XB Tripod Legs 

 
Tripods take abuse.  I have snapped legs in the field, bent them, dropped them, had the 
feet come off in subzero conditions (I screw them in now), submerged them, broken ball 
head levers after dropping them, to name just a few of my accidents.   For me, they are an 
important and well used tool.  New tripods made of Carbon Fiber appeal to some folks, 
due to their lighter weight, but the pound or two (for me) isn’t worth the hundreds of 
dollars of added expense.  I suppose for an avid hiker the advantages might well outweigh 
the additional costs. 
 
Monopods are used when either the weight of a tripod makes it difficult to bring, or space 
at your shooting location will be at will be minimal.  They are light, take up nearly no 
space, are less expensive than a tripod, and provide a modest amount of vibration 
reduction.  You see them used at sporting events where space is limited or the legs might 
be a danger, such as at basketball arenas, tennis courts, football/baseball stadiums, etc.  
There have been times when I’ve used a monopod, but in the past decade I haven’t 
disturbed the dust on mine. 
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Other kinds of support systems are available, such as the Wimberley head shown below at 
left (on a Gitzo tripod), which is a type of gimbal head for tripods that is particularly useful 
with large telephoto lenses.  This system provides accessories such as flash brackets, 
clamps, and other products that make the Wimberley a popular, though expensive choice.  
Remember, expensive is relative to the type of photography you do.  One downside to a 
gimbal headed tripod is that you need a second tripod to do many other kinds of 
photography – such as landscape, macro, wildflowers, etc. where the gimbal head would 
be more of a cumbersome feature. 

  
Wimberley Gimbal Head Benro MA-98 EX 68” Monopod 

 
Bean bags are another popular device for reducing vibration while shooting from a vehicle.  
Some are literally made with beans, others with rice, and still others are made from soft 
foam that fits over the edge of the window or door frame.  Personally, I use a pillow for 
shooting out the window – that doubles when I’m tired for my pillow.  Cost negated. 
 

 
 

MolarTV1 beanbag Wildlife Imaging beanbag 
 
These two examples of beanbags are sold online.  Other smaller beanbags are available as 
well.  The best blind in all wildlife photography is your own car.  Animals and birds are use 
to vehicles and don’t usually startle as easily when you approach or begin shooting.   
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There are two other important accessories that make working in the field much easier and 
give you more control over your images.  One is a good remote control, and two is a large 
portable hard-drive.  Both of these tools are indirect to picture taking, but valuable in 
making things easier. 

 
 

 
Nikon MC-36 Remote Control Epson P-7000 Portable Hard-drive 

 
My Nikon MC-36 is an amazing tool that goes far beyond just triggering the image, it also 
has extensive built-in timing and bracketing features.  But to be honest, the accessory that 
I use most is the camera’s built-in self-timer.  My usual setting is two seconds, giving the 
camera enough time to settle down from vibrations on the tripod before taking the image. 

Another important accessory is Epson P-7000 (the latest model as of today) portable hard-
drive unit.  Right now I have 6 high capacity compact flash (CF) cards and don’t use this 
accessory as much as I use to when a high capacity card meant 2GB.  Those shooting 
smaller cards will benefit from being able to download and clear there cards quickly to get 
them back into shooting rotation.  The amazing screen on these Epson’s makes reviewing 
your images a pleasure.  My D3s holds two 16GB CF cards which will hold about 800 full 
size raw images.  Even when shooting blistering motordrive sequences it takes a lot of 
shooting to fill those cards – add four more high capacity cards and it would be difficult to 
shoot them out in one day – a feat I’ve only done once - at Bosque del Apache National 
Wildlife Refuge in New Mexico over four hours of unbelievable bird photography.  That is 
the only time I’ve filled all my cards and drained my camera batteries … in just four hours. 
 
[Note:  In late 2012 I moved to a larger and a bit taller tripod, the Indura AT 411 with the 
Indura BHL-2 Ballhead, a $500 change.  While I’m a little slower setting it up, it is solid 
with my 500mm telephoto lens.] 
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3  Flashes & Filters 
 
 

An attachable flash unit is another must-have piece of equipment.  Not only does it allow 
photographers to work in dim light, it can be used to enhance the use of natural light –
through fill flash, reflected bounce, and in macro photography applications.  Nearly all 
portraiture - whether it’s bridals, seniors, weddings, or families - requires the use of flash.   
The great thing about portable flashes today is that they work seamlessly with the camera 
to provide perfectly exposed images and require very little input from the photographer. 
 
A built-in camera flash just about guarantees red-eye in indoor locations, yet it can be 
essential in outdoor snapshots as simple fill light.  The flash is so close to the plane of the 
digital sensor that reflected blood vessels from the back of the eye create redeye in a 
human subject.  Some ps cameras, as well as some attachable flash units, have a pre-flash 
pop of light to close down the iris before the flash fires, reducing some redeye effects 

 

 

 
These two examples of outdoor fill flash show just how easy it is to combine natural light 
and on-camera attachable flash units.  Clean skin tones, balanced exposures, and face 
sculpting shadows (thanks to a flash bracket) create professionally shot images.  A flash 
bracket is another important item in flash portraiture.  The bracket moves the flash off the 
hot shoe and up to a mount above the camera.  On my Stroboframe bracket, shown 
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below, that arm holding the flash can be raised up or down.  Also, the camera can be easily 
flipped to vertical without changing the flash position.  By using the bracket the shadows 
created by the flash are cast down, and behind, the subject – making them nearly invisible 
in the image and producing a better quality, more professional image.  A side benefit is 
that the flash is so high above the digital sensor that the return of red reflected blood 
vessels that creates redeye is extremely rare when you use a flash bracket, and I’ve tested 
that in a lot of dark reception halls. 

   
Nikon SB-800 Flash unit Stroboframe Flash Bracket Ring Flash Adapter 

 
There are other methods to control lighting we will talk about later, like using flash 
brackets, reflectors, soft boxes, and studio lighting equipment.  There have been many 
times in my wildlife and nature photography when I needed a flash to either stop action, 
for fill-flash, or to rebalance the color of the light.  It seems every important piece of 
equipment is expensive and these attachable flashes are no different, but like a tripod, 
they are necessary to improve the quality of your images. 
 

  
Fill Flash was used in this newborn elk image on a dark, 
overcast, rainy afternoon in Yellowstone National Park. 

This Spruce Grouse was shot will fill flash 
in the middle of a dark pine forest. 
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Extended Flash 
 
Bird photography is one of my favorite wildlife photography passions.  Many of the photo 
opportunities come in shadowed, backlit, or in uneven light.  Now, with the advent of high 
ISO technology some of that can be overcome through careful processing and color 
balancing of an image – but correctly used extended flash is really the answer. 

The most popular extended flash is probably the Better Beamer; it’s been around for a 
long time and is proven. Its design is a bit flimsy, with much light escaping before hitting 
the Fresnel filter and being focused down range.  The Harbor Digital XT Flash Extender is 
the one I use.  It has an enclosed housing that focuses all the flash emission into the 
Fresnel filter for extending flash range.  While the Better Beamer is attached via Velcro, 
the XT is ordered for a particular flash (like my Nikon SB-800) and has a mount tailored to 
the flash head (see the diagram below).  It fits snugly and doesn't wobble or come loose.  

 
Harbor Digital XT Flash Extender 

 
Better Beamer 

It does take some testing to come to some common exposure settings.  Both these flash 
extenders will overpower close subjects – just use the flash with no extender.  But from 20 
to 70 feet these extenders really give you a valuable tool in the field and should be 
considered as a must have item.  Below are bird photos using the extended flash. 

   
 

The Rufous Hummingbird, Vermilion Flycatcher, and Western Tanager images all benefited 
from more even exposure due to the flash.  The colors are also much more vibrant. 
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Filters 
 
There are a couple of filters that are essential in nature photography.  The most important 
is a circular polarizing (POLA) filter.  Like sunglasses, a polarizing filter reduces glare from 
reflected light on shiny surfaces.  These include obvious surfaces like metal, glass, and 
water – but also from foliage that is wet or reflective.  By reducing the glare on leaves the 
colors appear more saturated and vibrant.  The blue color of skies can be more saturated 
by using this filter.   Because the twin polarizing filters rotate (one is static, one spins) at 
the end of the lens, the effects can be gradually changed to produce the desired results. 
The darkest effect is when the sun is at a right or left angle to the camera.  This is a critical, 
must-have filter in landscape photography.  If you have ever seen a landscape image of a 
lake or river with every rock underwater showing up perfectly – you are seeing the results 
of a polarizing filter. 

In this image of the famous slot canyon in Zion 
National Park called “The Subway”, a polarizing 
filter was used to reduce reflections on both the 
water and the wet sandstone rock.  The colors 
appear more saturated, and you can see through 
the water to the rocks at the bottom of each 
pool.  Another benefit of using a polarizer in this 
image was the slower shutter-speed that added 
some nice blur to the water.  This image would 
have been impossible without the use of a 
polarizing filter.  The pola filter absorbs two stops 
of light and thus slows the shutter-speed two full 
stops.  Instead of 1/60s, 2 stops less is 1/15s. 
 
Maybe this is a pet peeve of mine, but I’ve never 
seen the logic for using a filter to protect the 
front element of my lenses.  Why put cheap glass 
in front of expensive, extra low dispersion (ED), 
multi-coated glass?  Those filters were made for 
use with film, not digital cameras.   In more than 

25 years of photography in the field I’ve never scratched a front lens element; I just use 
the lens shade that came with the lens and re-attach the lens cover when it’s not in use.  If 
you don’t have a lens shade you can just Google your lens type and find a number of 
places to buy one inexpensively.  Most old film filters (like haze, skylight, UV, etc) provide a 
slight color caste to alter the color in the image, warming the scene or reducing the effects 
of sky haze, and that is easily done on a computer today using modern image processing 
software.  These filters increase the amount of distortion in the image by not being of the 
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same quality as the lens glass, nor engineered to the same specifications and tolerances.   
Store salesman push filters on lens buyers using the “this will protect your lens” logic, 
maybe not understanding the reduction in quality they also provide.  There are times 
when camera stores make more money on the filter than on the lens, due to the 
competitive pricing of lenses. 

 

  
Nikon Polarizing Filter Cokin Filter Holder/Adapter Ring Cokin Graduated 

Neutral-Density Gelatin Filter 
 
Another type of filter that is essential in landscape photography is the neutral-density (ND) 
and graduated neutral-density filters.   There are a number of systems of these filter 
systems, the images above show the Cokin system.  These filters mount, via an adapter 
ring and filter holder, to various sized lenses and provide space for a couple of filters to be 
placed in front of the lens. 
 
The filter shown above, right, is a 1-stop split ND filter.  The top of the filter is gray and 
provides a 1-stop difference in exposure from the bottom half of the filter which is clear.  
These split ND filters come in various strengths, and provide a magic solution to balancing 
sunrise and sunset exposures. 

In this image of the Queen’s 
Garden in Bryce Canyon 
National Park the bright 
sunrise sky would have washed 
out completely without the 
use of a 2-stop graduated ND 
Cokin filter.  This filter is 
graduated (split) so that the 
line between the dark and light 
parts of the filter is blended.  
The bottom of the image is 
bright due to the clear part of 
the filter, and the sky has 

detail due to the darker part of filter.  There are times when you need to stack filters in the 
filter holder to get the amount of exposure change needed between bright and dark areas 
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of an image.  Some graduated filters are called “hard” graduated, which means that the 
blend between the darker filter and the clear part of the filter is not slow, but quick.  These 
hard graduated filters are good for straight horizon lines where the blend isn’t as 
important.  Your other option is to do HDR photography. 
 
You can also get non-graduated ND filters that will bring down your shutter speeds in full 
daylight – a valuable filter if you want to highlight motion, such as moving clouds or water 
in an image, or even a wheatfield blowing in the wind.  They come in whole stop 
intensities, like a 2, 4, or 8 stop filters that reduce the amount of light (and thus reduces 
the shutter-speed) by that number of f-stops in the entire image.   

 
 
In this image of Fern Springs in Yosemite National Park, a polarizing filter was a key 
element in the success of the image.  Lots of reflections were removed from the water and 
wet surfaces of the rock, and as the caption notes, helped achieve a 10 second exposure.  
The frothy, creamy waterfall effect was exactly what I was looking for in this image.  The 
polarizing filter also helped saturate the bordering green plants that surround the falls, 
besides removing the reflections.  I used a quality ISO setting of 100, a sturdy tripod - I 
bracketed the image in three exposures to ensure I got one shot closest to perfect, and I 
used a very good wide-angle lens. 
 
 
 

A polarizing filter helped achieve a 10 second exposure at ISO 100 and f16. 
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4  Digital Camera Settings 
 
 

Many of the newest D-SLR cameras, and even Point-and-Shoot (PS) cameras, can have a 
dizzying array of options located in their menus.  The default settings for most of those 
options are probably fine, but many need to be tweaked so that the camera responds the 
way you need it to.   
 
Menu settings are like ice cream, your preference can change every time you go to the ice 
cream store.  Some are important, such as the controls that handle exposure, ISO settings, 
and focusing parameters – but many are not, such as step-values for ISO and eV, how long 
the screens light up, or how files are saved to the CF or other media.  Understand the 
controls on your camera, and how to manipulate their actions via the menu.  Being able to 
quickly change to bracketing, or quickly adjust the autofocus grid from one spot to another 
could be the reason you capture a great image. 
 
Before going through these settings I want to say that the best way to learn about your 
camera is to sit with the camera and manual and go page-by-page through it.  Examine the 
controls and what they are called and how to access them – learn what they do and how 
they work towards creating an image.  Once you learn these things you are far ahead of 
most people – who just point-and-shoot their images, pro D-SLR camera or not. These are 
common settings I use with my Nikon cameras 

Camera Menu Item    Preferred Settings 
   

Camera Program Mode  Aperture Priority Mode1 
Color Space  Adobe 1998 RGB2 

Image Quality  Raw3 
White Balance  Auto 

Auto ISO  Off 
Exposure Metering  Center-weighted (12mm) 
Auto Focus Setting  Single Spot4 

Exposure Compensation Steps  ½ Stop 
ISO Sensitivity Steps  ½ Stop 

Self-Timer  2 Seconds 
Flash Sync Speed  1/250 Second 

Flash Shutter Speed  1/30 Second (1/60 Handheld) 
Motor Drive Settings    Single Frame5 
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Screen Grid  On 
Focus Area Illumination  On 

ISO  2006 
Exposure Compensation  +.5 eV7 

Image Review  Off 
Rotate Tall  On 

Tone Compensation  Auto 
AF Activation  AF-On Buttons only8 

Auto Exposure Bracketing (AEB)  Off9 
 

There are no hard and fast rules for these settings; some of these options are not available 
in all cameras – even within the Nikon system that I shoot.  Professional bodies and 
consumer bodies will have different options within the menus, which reflects the cost of 
the camera; the more you pay the more options you have.   If you find your camera isn’t 
working the way it should you can always reset all the menu selections to the default 
settings.    

Superscript Explanation from the Menu Settings Above 
1  Aperture Priority Mode (A or Av) allows the easiest exposure 

control with just a single turn of the Command Dial with your 
thumb.  Most pro’s shoot in A mode. 

2  Adobe 1998 RGB is a broader colorspace than sRGB.  
However, sRGB is the colorspace of the web. 

3  I shoot in raw.  There are still circumstances when I will shoot 
in JPG, but for all my commercial work I use the raw quality 
mode as it gives me the most control in processing the 
image. 

4  I use single spot focus, not dynamic area focus, because I 
want the point of focus to be accurate and precisely placed. 

5  For all but wildlife and sports photography, I keep the motor-
drive turned down to single frame. 

6  ISO 200 is a great all-around setting.  I only turn up (or down) 
the ISO when I need to.  Shooting on a tripod will allow you 
to shoot at lower ISO settings that will render better quality 
images with less noise. 

7  My camera seems to underexpose just a little, so adding a 
little extra light using the Compensation control is an easy 
adjustment, though there are fine-tuning capabilities in some 
pro-body cameras. 

8  I use back-focusing exclusively.  If you have an AF-ON button 
on the back of your camera (mine has two) then there is a 
menu option to take focusing off of the release trigger, so it 
only shoots the image but does not focus the camera. 
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Even PS Cameras can have a dozen or more menu options and exposure modes to select 
from.   Read the manual and become familiar with the icon images that are used in 
shooting mode selection.  Probably the three most important exposure modes, ones that 
duplicate the aperture choices made in shooting a D-SLR, are the Sports Mode (high 
shutter-speeds to stop action), Landscape Mode (great depth-of-field), and Portrait Mode.   
Being able to change between those 3 exposure modes will improve your photography 
greatly.  Also, there is a big difference between a PS camera with a Digital Zoom and one 
with an Optical Zoom.  A digital zoom simply means the camera zooms in on the set image 
size of the digital sensor, crops it tighter (the zoom in effect), then expands that smaller 
image to the sensor image size – usually resulting in a badly pixilated, poor quality 
photograph.  An optical zoom has glass elements that zoom in on your subject and create 
an original image at the set image size of the sensor, creating a much better photograph.   
 
     For those who don’t want to make manual selections, these cameras are a great 
alternative.  These are not just for beginners, many PS models have a video mode (some 
with HD video and sound), and very detailed exposure modes to take the guess work out 
of your photography.  Many of these cameras exceed 10 megapixels; they have image 
stabilization, large 3 inch LCD screens on the back make viewing images easy, optical 
zooms, high ISO settings, and rechargeable lithium-ion batteries.   PS cameras have a place 
in photography.  They can be used for “grab” photography when the bigger, bulkier D-SLR 
is packed away and unavailable.  They can be used to capture general area scenics that can 
later be used to plan photo safaris and other return trips.  They can be kept unobtrusively 
in a shirt pocket, purse, car glove box, or fanny pack - and provide their owner with instant 
access to a good camera. 

Misc. 
 
Keep your camera manual for future reference, and see if 
you can find an App (for Smart Phones) of your manual to 
keep on your iPhone or iPad.  Here is a screen shot of my 
phone (I have the Nikon D3s manual on my iPad as well) 
with my camera’s manual app highlighted in red.   
 
VR (Nikon – Vibration Reduction) and IS (Canon-Image 
Stabilization) lenses need to be turned off when shooting 
on a tripod.  Also, if you are having trouble with the lenses 
focusing quickly, turn these settings off as they extend 
focusing time. 
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5  Exposure Part A:  f-stops 
 
 

How does the camera reach a correct exposure?  What are f-stops and shutter-speeds and 
how do they work together in creating an image?   
 
Understanding the nuts and bolts of how a camera looks at light leads to a better, smarter 
photographer.  All the creative controls that Ansel Adams had in creating his landscape 
masterpieces are still with us today in the digital world.   We control shutter speeds and f-
stops, just like Ansel, but we have one tool he didn’t – and that is a wide range of ISO 
settings to choose from.  In his day there were few choices in film speed, the film 
equivelent to our ISO settings 

These creative controls give an image a certain look, feel, and emotion – that when added 
to composition and craftsmanship – give a photographer a sense of style.  Ansel’s images 
stand out because of it.  But a sense of style is not just for the famous, or professional – it 
can be something that energizes your photography, that gives your perspective on the 
world a fresh and unambigious power.  Your unique vision of the world is expressed 
through your photography – understanding exposure is where you start to improve that 
vision and photography.  Understanding f-stops (also known as apertures) is the first step, 
followed by how, along with shutter speeds, they work together to create the image. 

 

An aperture setting is a geometric progression based on the size of the diaphragm blades as they open and close in 
specific sizes - called f-stops.  This setting is controlled by the Command Dial on the camera body when in Aperture 
Priority Mode.  From L to R: f22, f16, f11, f8, f5.6, f4, f2.8, and f2. 

All camera meters are programmed to look at reflected light the same way in order to 
provide an optimal exposure value.  The international standard for camera meters is set at 
18% gray (as it is reflected from a subject) – which is half way between pure white and 
pure black.  You can measure the exposure for a scene with your camera’s meter, an 
incident meter, a reflected light meter, a spot meter, or a gray card – but they are all 
calibrated to give you an 18% gray reading – this is called an “average” or “middle-toned” 
exposure reading.  This mechanical diaphragm, or aperture, is similar to the human eye 
and controls the amount of light passing through the lens as it takes a photograph.  Each 
full f-stop in the progression either lets in twice as much light (f8 versus f11) or half as 
much light (f11 versus f8) as the next full f-stop.  The range of full f-stops in this chart 
(above) begins at f22 (small) and ranges to f2 (large).   
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What the camera does with this information is formulate an exposure value that can be 
expressed differently, depending upon the camera mode you are in.  In Aperture Priority 
mode (where you select the f-stop setting) the camera sets the shutter-speed; while in 
Shutter Priority mode (where you select the shutter-speed) the camera sets the f-stop.  In 
Program mode the camera sets both the shutter-speed and f-stop settings to the correct 
exposure given the amount of reflected light. 

 

This is an image of a typical gray card.  You can buy them in 
different sizes, such as 4x5 and 8x10.  If your camera is already 
trying to average every exposure to 18% gray, why would you 
need a gray card to give you an 18% reading?  The answer is 
simple; the light reflecting off the gray card is different from the 
light reflecting off the subject.  The subject might be dark or 
light and this will affect the amount of reflected light.  The 
camera’s meter averages all the light in a scene, while a gray 
card measures the exact amount of light falling on the subject. 

An 18% Gray Card 

 
Here is an easy trick to visualize how a camera looks at the exposure of a scene.  A bucket 
(any bucket) represents the correct exposure for any particular image as determined by 
the cameras light meter.  Now, you can fill the bucket fast with a large hose (i.e. f-stop) or 
you can fill the bucket slowly with a small hose, but once the bucket is full of light you have 
reached the correct exposure as determined by the camera.  Thus, by changing the f-stop 
you also directly affect the camera’s selected shutter-speed; two of photography’s most 
powerful creative controls are right at your fingertips. 

Maple leaves shot at f4. The same maple leaves at f16.  

The main creative function of the f-stop is to determine the depth-of-field (dof) in the 
image.  Small f-stops, like f16, provide great dof, while larger f-stops, like f4, provide very 
little dof.  Why is this important?  Controlling the dof via your f-stop selection also controls 
the look and feel of the image – giving you creative input.  See the two examples above for 
how a change in dof affects the look, texture, and overall feel of the image.  
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Why choose Aperture Priority Mode? 

This is the camera’s most important program exposure mode and is the primary mode I 
shoot in.  By concentrating on learning this exposure mode you can make all the creative 
choices that you need instantly.  If you need higher shutter-speeds or less depth-of-field 
you spin the command dial with your thumb in one direction to open the lens up to its 
maximum large f/stop, if you need slower shutter-speeds or greater depth-of-field you 
spin the command dial with your thumb in the other direction to stop the lens down to 
more minimum F-stops. 

There are a million ways to take photos.  Different exposure modes, different tripods, 
different theories about exposure and compensation, filters, but one thing holds true – 
great photographers develop their own system and style for shooting in the field.  Keeping 
this simple allows you to get consistent results quickly with a minimal amount of camera 
control manipulation. 

Our choice of f-stop will directly 
affect our image.  A small 
amount of dof in an image can 
add importance to the subject by 
softening and seperating the 
background from the foreground 
subject.  That is a classic “style” 
in portraiture – adding impact to 
the subject.  A nature scene, 
such as the maple leaves, can 
also be shot as a portrait of the 
subject and benefit from limited 
dof. 
 
The hillside of California Poppies, 
at left, benefit from unlimited 
dof that was achieved with an 
extremely wide angle lens and a 
small f-stop.  My point-of-focus 
was determined by the 
hyperfocal distance for that lens 
and the selected f-stop. 
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The correct “base” exposure for any given image is an exact amount of light.  That amount 
of light can be reached (F-stops, Apertures, ISO Setting) and manipulated (by filters) in 
different ways, each with different results.  The beauty of digital photography is that the 
photographer can take that “base” image into an image editing program and improve the 
shadow detail, mid-tones, and highlights – and produce an image in minutes that would be 
exasperatingly hard to produce with film by even the most gifted film lab technician.   
 
 

 
Can you look at a scene and judge the exposure in your head?  No, me neither.  We could 
guess and get close, but it is still just a guess.  So in most photography situations we have 
to trust our camera.  The process of shooting, editing images, and processing those images 
teaches all of us photography.  As we learn we begin to get a sense of light, its intensity 
and its color – and we start to see the end result of an image in our head before we shoot 
it.  In the Barn Owl image I knew shutter-speed was the main exposure input, I spun my 
thumb on the command dial and opened the lens wide-open to F4. I didn’t bump the ISO 
in order not to bring in any additional noise, and I shot off a tripod. 

Barn Owl in flight at Farmington Bay WMA, Utah.  f4 created limited dof that really separates the owl from the 
busy marsh background.  D2x body, 500mm f4 lens, ISO 200, f4 at 1/1250 second, Bogen Tripod. 
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6  Exposure Part B:  shutter-speeds 
 
 

When we set the f-stop the camera sets the corresponding shutter-speed to give us the 
optimum exposure for the image.  While dof is an important consideration in some 
images, shutter-speed is just as important in others.  When I started out in wildlife 
photography Kodachrome 64 was the main film – not as slow as K25, but far better than 
any higher ASA (ISO today) film.  Shooting K64 meant always having slow shutter-speeds.  
There was little room for stopping a lens down to gain dof in any situation where shutter-
speed was a consideration. 

This is Moose Falls on 
Crawdad Creek in 
Yellowstone National Park 
near the South Entrance.  
My main consideration here 
was shutter-speed, the 
slower the speed the better 
to blur the high running 
creek.  Shooting from the 
trail about halfway to the 
bottom of the falls gave me 
an eye-level perspective, 
but it also limited my 
compositional elements to 
build into the shot. 
 
I used a polarizing filter to 
reduce reflections and slow 

the shutter-speed 2 stops.  I also used a 2 stop ND filter in front of that, and a split ND to 
cover (darken) just the trees at the top of the image – for a 4+ stop reduction in light.  
Almost no direct light in the photo kept hotspots to a minimum.  A tripod, use of the self-
timer, mirror lock-up, careful composition, and image processing made the shot work. 
 
Obviously, sports and wildlife photography are the two genres that require high shutter-
speeds at nearly all times.  Any dynamic subject will result in motion blur being a prime 
consideration when judging exposure.  While there are times when you can improve an 
image with artistic blur, sharp subjects are the general rule.  If you thumb through a 
magazine you won’t find many examples of artistic subject blur. 
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7  Exposure Part C:  ISO Settings 
 
 

While your choice in f-stops and shutter-speeds rarely will affect the quality of your images 
in terms of noise and artifacting, ISO settings will.  One great advantage to digital 
photography is your ability to instantly change the ISO setting to achieve a higher light 
sensitivity setting, and thus higher shutter-speeds in poor light.  But this ability is 
detrimental to the quality of the image by introducing noise into the sensor. 
 
Image noise is caused by random variations in brightness and color that cause fluctuations 
in the electronic signal being sent from the sensor’s photodiodes to the digital sensor.   
Certain circumstances can increase the amount of noise, or artifacts, being read by the 
sensor in a given scene.  Higher ISO settings, long shutter-speeds, digital sensor heat (there 
is more sensor noise in summer than in winter), and DX sized sensors (smaller pixels closer 
together) can all be sources of increased noise. 
 
Handling the problem of image Noise means making compromises that can potentially 
reduce image quality.  The most dramatic trade off is in the loss of fine image detail.  This 
detail can be lost, or diminished, many different ways.  To begin with, the camera’s own 
aggressive noise reduction can lead to a loss of detail.  In some higher quality cameras 
there is a menu option that controls in-camera noise reduction in both Raw and JPG 
images.  We want to use every trick to reduce noise, even as we venture into some of the 
high noise situations mentioned above.   

In this image of a Gray Fox 
photographed in Zion Canyon, Zion 
National Park, near the Grotto picnic 
area, the ISO setting was 3200.  The 
light was so low that the camera 
wouldn’t autofocus on the fox and I 
had to focus manually.  It was very dark 
but I came away with 68 images shot 
over about 20 minutes that I never 
would have got otherwise.  Technology 
made the difference. 

 
Noise is most commonly seen in areas of continuous tones, like the sky or water.  In the 
gray fox image noise was apparent in the background rocks that had smooth tones, and I 
did some noise reduction to that part of the image.  As the ISO goes up, noise increases.  
Any camera bought in the past year or two has superior technology when it comes to 
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noise, but that doesn’t mean it’s gone.  Technology advances allow you to shoot at higher 
ISO settings with minimal noise introduction.  My current camera, the Nikon D3s, has an FX 
(full size) sensor that has allowed me to shoot publishable quality images at 6400 ISO, and 
has a top end ISO of 102,400.  Yes, it’s grainy and full of noise, but there is a reasonable 
image there where none was ever possible before – and technology will only get better. 

 
 
This image was taken in a meadow a few miles north of the Piedras Blancas Lighthouse 
along the Pacific Coast Highway (Hwy 1) north of San Simeon, California.  Again, like the 
gray fox, there was almost no ambient light and I could barely make out the elk as they 
descended the background hill, jumped the fence one at a time, and began to graze in the 
meadow.  The bull elk was the last over the fence.   
 
While the high ISO noise in the image is apparent, the flattening of colors and increase in 
contrast in shadows is a by-product of an ISO setting of 12,800.  The image is sharp, the 
colors reasonable, the contrast a little heavy in the shadows, but I have an image.  The full 
exposure was:  Nikon D3s body, 500mm f4 lens, ISO 12800, f4 at 1/500 second – and I used 
a tripod, of course.  This incredible high ISO technology is a huge weapon in the wildlife 
photography arsenal making quality images possible under the most adverse light 
conditions. 
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8  Adjusting Exposure 
 
  

The simple truth is camera exposure meters can be fooled by the subject.  Since they try to 
turn the world into 18% gray, what happens if the subject is darker or lighter than that? 
The camera’s meter adds light to dark subjects (to lighten them to 18% gray) and takes 
light away from bright subjects (to darken them to 18% gray).  As thinking photographers 
it’s up to us to assist the camera’s meter by altering its base exposure.  We do this by using 
the Exposure Compensation controls of the camera. 

 

Somewhere near the top of your D-SLR camera is a small icon that looks like 
this graphic (left).  Hold the button down and by rotating the command dial, 
change the camera’s base exposure by either adding light (+ side) or 
subtracting light (- side), whichever the subject might need.   

Snow scenes become gray when photographed without compensation.  The camera sees 
all that reflected light off the white snow and attempts to darken the image to 18% gray – 
when in reality we want the snow white.  Thus, we need to add that light back (+ side) to 
return the snow to white, and not gray.  The purpose of the Exposure Compensation (eV) 
Controls is to allow you to alter the base exposure and get it closer to perfect.   
 
eV is shorthand for the exposure compensation value given to the exposure of an image.  
If no compensation is done, the value is 0.  It is measured in half or full stops.  Thus, a 
setting of +1 adds one full stop of light, or twice as much light.  How does it do this?  By 
slowing the shutter-speed by half – so 1/60 second becomes 1/30 second – adding twice 
as much light by reducing the shutter-speed. 
 
A histogram is a graphic chart that measures the volume of tones at a particular level of 
brightness – from pure black to pure white.  
 
A JPG image has 256 levels of brightness (28) and is called an 8-bit file, while a 12-bit raw 
file (212) has 4,096 levels of brightness, and a 16-bit raw file (216) has 65,536 levels of 
brightness.  I mention this to point out that shooting in raw mode gives you much more 
exposure information in your original image.   
 
Most digital cameras have a way of showing you the histogram of each image that you 
take.  The levels of brightness are not spread out evenly throughout the histogram, there 
are far more, as many as 16 times more levels of brightness, in the very light tones than 
there are in the very dark tones of an image.  For this reason many photographers try to 
push the histogram to the right by adding light if needed.  An ideal histogram will be a type 
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of bell curve that reaches both edges of the histogram, thus representing a full spectrum 
of light levels.  If there is a gap in the histogram, then the image is usually lacking in some 
exposure levels – the results of which are usually seen in image contrast.  If the recorded 
tones run up to the edge of the histogram, then some type of clipping has occurred, 
meaning areas in the image have no detail beyond pure white or pure black. 
 
Clipping occurs when the recorded light extends beyond either edge of the histogram.  
Checking the histogram while shooting is a good way to adjust exposure to improve the 
following images. 
 

 The histogram for this 
picture at Mesa Verde 
National Park shows a good 
balance of tones.  The shape 
of the histogram curve does 
not matter; it is just a 
representation of the volume 
of pixels at each level of 
brightness. 

 
You can use the histogram feature on your camera’s LCD display to review a photograph’s 
histogram to tweak the exposure of the next shot in the field.  You can also review the 
histogram of a digital photograph in any image editing software program you might own – 
including the “light” versions that come in the software bundle with your new digital 
camera.  An ideal image would show a representation of light that went from one edge to 
the other, without either side being clipped.  Checking the histogram will allow you to 
tweak a photo in order to improve its exposure values.  The camera’s compensation 
controls allow you to add or subtract light from the camera’s base “18% gray” exposure in 
order to better fill the histogram window.  
 
Software programs like Lightroom, Aperture, and Adobe Photoshop Elements and CS will 
allow the photographer to manipulate all the aspects of a digital photograph – the 
histogram, color balance, sharpness, contrast, etc. – in order to fine-tune the image as the 
photographer originally envisioned it.  However, publishable quality images come from 
quality exposures in the first place.  The old saying is:  “garbage in, garbage out.”  While 
image editing software can save you sometimes, it can’t magically repair poor 
photographs.  
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Bracketing 
 
Bracketing is another method to ensure that you get an image exposure that is as close to 
perfect as possible.  Bracketing means you take a series of images with slightly different 
exposure values, one of which will be closest to perfect.  Yes, you can check the histogram 
to see needed exposure changes as well, but bracketing is simple and easy, and protects 
you from overly brightening your image – which is difficult to repair if you are shooting in 
JPG mode. 

This image of a hoodoo has light 
areas that could burn out if they 
weren’t protected by adjusting 
the eV controls.  I shot a 5 shot 
bracket of this image, with the 
image closest to perfect having a 
-.5 eV setting. 
 
I realized while shooting this 
hoodoo that the white rock (the 
highlights) needed to be 
protected.  The blue sky and 
darker rock would add light to 
the average exposure resulting 
in washed out highlights. 
 
I set my exposure compensation 
to -.5 eV and then shot the 5 
shot bracket around that.  Now, 
I could have shot a test shot, 
checked the histogram and the 
image in the rear LCD, but that 
takes more time and energy 
than just shooting the bracket. It 
is easy enough to delete the bad 
images and keep the good, since 
digital photography is free once 
you have the camera and lenses. 

 
 
 

Hoodoo formation at Sidestep Canyon, Grand Staircase – Escalante 
National Monument, in Utah. 
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Besides showing the histogram superimposed over the image in your cameras rear LCD 
monitor, you can also select the over-exposure mode in the display and it will show you 
areas of an image that are “burning out”, or being “clipped”.  This is shown with a flashing 
dotted line around the areas of over-exposure.  This flashing dotted line is commonly 
known as “marching ants” and can be a great source of exposure information when you 
are trying to get a perfect exposure under difficult lighting or subject conditions.  These 
cameras are amazing, and the “marching ants” are just one more design improvement 
meant to give the photographer another tool in shooting precisely exposed images. 
 

   
+1 eV Camera Exposure -1 eV 

 

Here is a typical 3-shot bracket of El Capitan in Yosemite National Park.  There is a loss of 
detail in the +1 eV exposure (on the light side), and a loss of detail in the trees and sky in 
the -1 eV exposure (on the dark side).  Why would I bracket this if the best exposure 
turned out to be the camera’s exposure?  Because you never know.  All the light granite 
rock on this monolith might have made the overall exposure too dark – and bracketing 
guarantees me a close to perfect initial exposure. 

This image of a hunting camp after sunset 
was the best image of an 8 shot bracket on 
medium-format 120 slide film.  With no 
meter in the camera, and no handheld 
meter, I was left to guess a little.  An 8 
minute exposure at f11 on ASA 50 film did 
the trick.  The long exposure allowed light 
to come over the horizon to fill an 
otherwise black sky and improve the 
photo. 
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High Dynamic Range (HDR) Imaging 

HDR is the process of bracketing images of a high contrast scene, then combining them 
into one image that records a greater range of tonal detail than any one image could. 
Software programs like Photoshop or Photomatix use tone mapping to process those 
multiple images into one image.  The final processed image is a combination of different 
parts of the bracketed images sewn together.  While interesting, the visual results are 
obvious due to the lack of highlights and shadows where you expect them to be.  
However, in some situations, HDR is the only solution to creating the image you envision.  
Articles and software programs on HDR photography are everywhere today and can be 
found online by simply googling “HDR Photography”. Photo designers have long been 
combining images using a lengthy, time-consuming process of masking and layers.  The 
difference today is that new software programs do the masking for you, thus making a 
HDR available to everyone who wants to buy the software.   

This scene in Sequoia 
National Park combines 
seven bracketed shots, a 
½ stop apart.  The rising 
sun has not burned out 
the trees and sky (very 
bright areas) and the 
dark sequoia trunks 
facing me are light 
leading to fairly balanced 
tones in this image.   
 
There was no other way 
to do it than by using 
HDR techniques.  Many 

times these images seem overly processed, overly saturated, and somewhat strange with 
few shadows.  But done correctly, HDR can solve serious lighting issues. 
 
HDR has really become a popular style of imaging for some photographers.  Many photo 
magazines and books have been written on the subject, and many software programs 
created expressly to perform this tone mapping trick.  While you could process a raw file a 
number of times at different exposure levels to achieve a similar effect, sandwiching 
images together and blending them based on tonalities seems to work far better – and the 
software is simple to use. 
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9  Image Composition 
 
 

Great image composition is the holy grail of photography.  It is a journey, a quest, an 
eternal goal, the proverbial needle in a haystack that photographers seek after – and only 
find after much tribulation and effort.  Then, like an apparition on a dark night, it vanishes, 
and we begin the search for the perfect composition again.  Every scene is different and 
every subject indefinable – yet how we compose an image reveals a lot about us.  There 
are a few general rules, some basic guidelines, and a wealth of opinions – but the reality is 
we all compose our images differently, to our own personal preferences. 
 
Composition can be strictly defined as the meaningful placement of your subject in the 
frame.  Composition makes a good photograph a great photograph; it can add emotion, 
three dimensionality, and impact to otherwise flat, two dimensional images.  It’s through 
the studied use of compositional rules that photographers can develop a style, a 
technique, and a flair that will identify their work as something independent and original.  
Photography is art – autonomous, liberated, and unconstrained by the ideas of others - 
yet, there are basic rules you can follow to help develop that style.    
 
In these next few pages we will discuss those compositional rules, guidelines, and opinions 
– but remember that we shoot for ourselves first, and that the suggestions I make are just 
that, suggestions. 

Find Your Subject 
 
While this may sound simple, the rule is violated often with the results being images that 
don’t express the photographer’s vision.  Your subject has to be something tangible: a 
person, an animal, a waterfall, a look, a viewpoint on life, a flower within a field of flowers, 
the feathered clouds of a brilliant sunset - something, but NOT everything.  If you try to 
include everything your photographs will be flat and emotionless. 
 
If I’m photographing a person they are my subject, but how do I see them?  Better yet, 
how do they see themselves?  What emotion do I want to include in the images?  Happy?  
Introspective?  Intelligent?  Confidence?  Would they be more comfortable with props 
(probably) or should the image be a character shot – where harsher lighting might reveal 
every wrinkle.  Do I want a touch of glamour?  Or athleticism?  These are the types of 
questions we have to ask ourselves as the photography moment begins.  What you 
thought would be the subject might not be at all.  Never be locked into just shooting what 
you think is the subject.  Look around - there are nuances everywhere within a scene. 
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Consider the Direction and Quality of Light, and the Weather 
 
All compositions are not created equal.  Subject placement within a scene can create a 
strong graphic that can make a weak subject stand out.  Lighting not only adds contrast in 
terms of shadows, but also adds a sense of dimension to the subject.  Here are some 
similar subjects that are good examples show different lighting and composition: 

This frontlit circa 1870’s barn 
gains from strong color and 
placement.  Not a great shot 
of either the barn or the 
Grand Tetons alone, these 
two subjects work together to 
show a place that reflects a 
certain time and location in 
the American West, or does 
it?  A hundred yards away I 
took this shot (below) using a 
different angle, which do you 
like better? 

By backing away from this Mormon Row barn in Wyoming’s Jackson Hole Valley, and 
getting down in the sagebrush some, it gives my composition a grittier feel.  The smooth 
grass in the foreground of the top image gives it a clean, almost sanitary feel – I’m using 
the word sanitary due to the outhouse – and that doesn’t say roughing it to me. 

In this image the rough, 
contrasty sagebrush serves as 
my foreground.  It does not 
look clean and sanitary, but 
rather course – reflecting a 
more turbulent time in 
America’s old west history.  
The picture just looks older, 
and in black-and-white it 
would look ancient and 
weathered, an icon from a 
century ago. 
 

These barns Mormon Row barns are classic subjects everyone should travel to Wyoming to 
photograph.  I’ve shot them many times and under many different lighting and weather 
conditions – and never felt that I shot the same image twice.  Not only do the barns make 
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great subjects, but the location on the east side of the Grand Tetons is simply amazing 
during any season.  Let’s take a look at a few more. 

A pre-sunrise image shows 
the Moulton Barn framed by 
the mountains and the soft 
light dancing on the morning 
clouds. 
 
Using a wide-angle lens places 
the subject back into its 
environment and allows the 
clouds and sunrise light to 
come into the composition.  
Thus, this composition is 
much more environmental in 
nature, and much less of a 

portrait of the barn.  Because this image was taken very early in the morning before the 
sun was up directly, I bracketed it.  The exposure for this shot was f16 at 30 seconds, with 
an ISO of 200, and a +1 eV, Bogen tripod. 
 

Different subject placement 
with a different foreground 
gives this image an entirely 
different feel that the image 
above doesn’t have.  Much 
more portrait and less 
environmental, and again, the 
foreground has a lot to do 
with it.  Sometimes it is best 
to just be a wanderer, looking 
for a subject you hadn’t seen 
before, or an angle that may 
include less. 

 
Once you find a great location, like the barns of Mormon Row, go back again and again, 
under every imaginable condition.  These great photographic jewels don’t give up their 
best images on the first trip, or even the third.  I’ve shot these barns dozens of times 
because they always look different, the sky and mountains look different, the grasses and 
wildflowers look different – I even shot the barns with bison around them once.  At the 
time it was frustrating because the bison kept me back, but the images I got were pretty 
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unique – and even today they are some of my favorites, and some of my best sellers.  I 
didn’t recognize that at the time and looked at the bison as ruining my shots, but they 
turned out to be the subject - and the barn and mountains were compositional elements 
that added to the photos.  Here is an example: 

 
The soft tones of sunrise light bathe the herd of bison and the Moulton barn, with the 
expansive Grand Tetons behind them.  While it wasn’t what I was planning, the results are 
exceptional and it was a great moment.  
 
I’m spending a lot of pages on this idea that you return to great subjects over and over 
again in order to photograph the real depth and breadth of them.  Every one of these 
compositions have some different appeal, whether it be color, portraiture, weather, 
wildlife, or an old west allure.  Go back as often as you can to these spots and make them 
yours.  By the way, I have so enjoyed shooting these barns that I actually found a 
paperback pamphlet, almost a book, about the history of the barns and their owners, and 
their place in the history of the Jackson Hole Valley. 
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Common Guidelines 
 
Remember that composition rules are meant to be broken.  They serve only as a starting 
point to your artistic taste.  Your subject is the most important element in the image, not 
the rules you might be following, or not following in the image. 

Point-of-View (POV) is the tilt 
of your camera either up or 
down.  Tilting your camera up 
in a landscape image adds 
emphasis to the sky or clouds, 
while lessening the impact of 
the foreground.  Very useful 
for poor foregrounds.   

 
Tilting down gives emphasis to the foreground and lessens the amount of sky in the image.  
POV is important because it can be used to accentuate the strongest part of the image.  
The high POV of this image (above) emphasizes the colorful sunset sky while lessening the 
strong impact of the heavily silhouetted mountains.  The horizon line is level and there is 
an obvious sense of balance with the silhouetted peaks.   

In the sunrise cornfield image (left) 
strong side-lighting really pops the 
texture of the corn stalks without 
producing overly dark shadows. This 
image violates the normal guideline 
of not putting the horizon line in the 
middle of the image.  Too bad, I like it 
and it’s been a good fine art seller for 
me.  The only rule I always try to 
follow about the horizon line is to 
keep it straight in the image. 

 
There is a horizon line in every image, even if it is not seen it is implied in the image and 
out-of-sight. Balance is an integral part of landscape photography and a straight horizon 
line adds to that feeling.  You can turn on the grid in your viewfinder (for those with higher 
end cameras) or you can buy a bubble level that sits in the flash hotshoe to give you a 
visual representation of true level, or you can fix it in processing the image. 
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Rule-of-Thirds 
 
Probably my favorite compositional rule to break is the rule-of-thirds.  This guide for 
composition improves the look of a photograph by emphasizing a subject and de-
emphasizing the theoretical middle of the image, or horizon line.  Divide the image into 
thirds, both vertically and horizontally, and place an important part of your subject on one 
of the intersecting points, sometimes called “Crash” or “Power” points.  The power points 
within the composition can lead a viewer’s eye through the image. 

     Even without the super-imposed 
lines you can see how subject 
placement helped strengthen this  
image of the Marsh Wren on 
cattails.  Using the rule of thirds 
gives me more of an environmental 
image than if I had placed the wren 
in the middle of the image.  The 
image tells more of a story, where if 
it had been placed in the middle, a 
classic portrait shot, the photo only 
emphasizes the bird.   Some 
cameras have a horizontal grid on 
the focusing screen in the 
viewfinder.  The grid can be turned 
on/off through a menu selection. 

This image of Bridalveil Falls in Yosemite National Park shows the strong influence of the 
Rule of Thirds.  The subject, the falls, is placed on the left third vertical line, while the sky is 
placed in the top third and the mountain shadows are placed in the bottom third. 

I’ve excluded Half Dome just out of frame to 
the left because it competes for attention 
with the falls.  There is a nice flow to the 
image as you look at the waterfall, and then 
your eye travels right and up looking at the 
rock and clouds.  Well composed images 
have a sense of balance to them that makes 
them easy to look at.  The grid in my 
viewfinder made setting up this image easy. 
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Read National Geographic, Audubon, and Arizona Highways – get a feel for what kinds of 
images have the greatest impact on you.  Begin to form your own style by adapting the 
styles of other photographers whose work you like.  You don’t have to copy them, just 
absorb some of their creativity and style – learn how they compose their images and 
notice where they put the subject, how they frame the subject, the direction of the light, 
use of the rule of thirds, point-of-view, etc.   
 
Foreground Elements 
 
A cousin of the rule-of-thirds is the use of foreground elements to lead your eye through 
the image to the subject.  Not a necessity, but certainly a tool that can be applied when 
the right situations come along. 

Another Yosemite image, the Meyer Barn 
from Foresta is a vertical example of a strong 
rule-of-thirds composition that also has a 
great foreground element.  This shot is 
bending some of the rules: the barn is 
framed tight to remove a distracting fence 
and another barn, so it covers more than the 
entire upper third area.  The foreground 
fenceline has great texture with the moss, 
and because it has a nice diagonal line into 
the image it adds a sense of balance, and of 
sharpness, to the overall scene.  I shot it 
using the hyperfocal distance for that lens 
(24mm) in conjunction with an aperture 
setting of f16.  
 
This is another image that has been a good 
fine art seller for me.  I think the fenceline 
rising out of the grass, the strong color 
elements of the barn and grass, and the 
western feeling of the image has all added to 
its strengths. 

 
This is a spring image and benefits from flat lighting on a partially cloudy afternoon.  With 
no high contrast light hitting the barn, shadows from the eaves are small and the barn 
wood is evenly lit.   I was able to boost the contrast level of the wood in Photoshop until it 
looked the way I remembered it.   
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In this image the rock serves as my point-of-focus and foreground element.  The curving 
wall of rock behind it frames my main subject, the large rock hoodoo.  Strong color and 
rock texture make this one of my favorite images.  Shot a Nikon D2x body, 12-24mm lens, 
an exposure of F19 at 1/160 second, Bogen tripod, ISO 100, RAW file converted in ACR 
(Adobe Camera Raw) to a JPG, and -1 eV compensation.  Some underexposure protected 
the white rock at the top of the hoodoo from washing out. 
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Panoramas 
 
Panoramas are long, thin images.  Since the normal camera D-SLR shoots an image 
dimensioned as a rectangular 3:2, a panorama might be 2:1 or even 3:1 or greater.  Images 
that have at least a 2:1 ratio seem to balance better when there is wasted space at the top 
or bottom of the original image.  Here are some examples: 

 
3:2 Ratio 

20”x30” Print 
 

 
 

 
2:1 Ratio 

15”x30” Print 

 
 

2.5:1 Ratio 
12.5”x30” Print 

 

 
 

3:1 Ratio 
10”x30” Print 

 

 
 

Now, I’ve used a bird image here, and panos are normally used in landscape images, but it 
benefits all types of photography.  The image of the male western tanager is much 
stronger in the 2:1 ratio than the traditional 3:2 ratio or in the other pano dimensions. 
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10  Auto-Focus (AF) Controls 
 
 

Modern D-SLR cameras have both the blessing and curse of many focusing grids to choose 
from in the viewfinder.  Shaped like small boxes, each grid is capable of focusing at its 
point in the image, or being used in tandem with other grids (dynamic).  However, the 
center focusing grid is the most responsive with both vertical and horizontal sensitivity; 
this is called a cross-type grid.  Some newer cameras have equally sensitive grid points in 
the entire middle area of the viewfinder.   
 
This image of the Sandhill Cranes requires focusing on their heads, not their wings.  By 
using the left focusing grid, and continuous focus, I was able to keep them correctly 
composed and keep correct focus on the bird’s head.  Focusing on their wings (with 8 foot 
wingspans) with the main focusing grid would have guaranteed me out-of-focus images. 

 
 
This is not rocket science for the photographer.  Changing the focusing grid quickly, 
without looking up from the viewfinder, is an important skill to practice.  For my old Nikon 
D2x (the 11 spot focusing grid shown above) it’s simply a matter of pushing the multi-
selector control on the back of the camera and moving the grid to the right location.  
Canon cameras are similar, push a button and spin the command dial.  Changing the grid 
to a more appropriate spot allows you to frame and hold the composition, and not have to 
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crop the image later to get the correct composition, or keep your finger half-way down on 
the shutter-release button. 

Nikon D2x Selector Dial Canon D-SLR Grid Selector 

With Nikon you push the 
Selector Dial to change the 
focusing grid.  With the 
Canon you push the button 
circled in red, and then turn 
the command dial to change 
the focusing grid position.  
Practice this so that you can 
do it without taking your 
eye from the viewfinder. 

 
Most cameras focus based on cross-type sensors and vertical line sensors that can be seen 
in the cameras viewfinder.  The middle focusing grid sensor is always a cross-type sensor 
and is very accurate in reading contrast.  More expensive camera bodies have more of 
these cross-type sensors and fewer of the less accurate vertical line sensors.  These 
sensors can be used individually (single spot focusing) or in groups (dynamic focusing).  I 
use a single spot focusing grid to do most of my focusing.  I change to dynamic focusing 
when I’m shooting birds in flight – as the extra grids make keeping the bird in focus easier. 
 
There are two other AF settings you want to familiarize yourself with: 
 
Single-Servo mode (Canon) or AF-S (Nikon) will focus once, and then hold that point of 
focus until you touch the shutter-release button again – this is the best focusing choice for 
subjects that are not moving, such as portraiture and landscapes.   
 
Al-Servo mode (Canon) or AF-C (Continuous Focus in Nikon) will continuously focus after 
touching the shutter-release button.  This mode is meant for moving subjects that might 
not remain exactly at the point of initial focus and has the ability to predict subject 
movement slightly into the future, based on previous movement in the past. 
 
These are the two main considerations when focusing – whether you are using a single 
focusing grid or a dynamic set of focusing grids, and either single or Al-Servo focus mode.  I 
use continuous focus in sports and wildlife photography primarily, because the subjects 
are always moving and this gives me a better opportunity to maintain sharp focus.  With 
more static subjects, like wildflowers, portraiture, and landscapes – I use the single 
focusing mode.   
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Issues with Auto-Focus 
 
There are many situations where the camera’s auto-focusing capabilities are reduced and 
the focusing might “flutter” back-and-forth, or not lock at all.  This always seems to 
happen at the worse possible time.  Here are some reasons why this happens, and some 
possible solutions: 
 
Problems 
 
AF (auto-focus) struggles to lock in low light situations. 
AF struggles to lock in low contrast lighting situations. 
AF struggles to lock when repetitive patterns are present in the focusing area. 
AF struggles with overlapping subjects in the focusing grid area. 
AF struggles when using a teleconverter. 
AF seems slow to lock a subject in fair-to-good light. 
AF struggles when background objects appear larger than the subject. 
AF struggles when the subject has fine details. 
 
Possible Solutions 
 
● Use the center focusing grid (normally a T-type grid with great sensitivity) with single 
focus point selected in the menu.   

● Pre-focus at the distance you think your subject will be when you want to take the 
image, this will shorten the amount of focusing the lens will have to do to achieve sharp 
focus. 

● Turn OFF the camera or lenses image stabilization system.  While a great benefit when 
shutter-speeds are low, or you are hand-holding, it also extends the amount of time 
necessary to achieve focus. 

● Change the camera’s exposure mode to Manual. 

● You can restrict the focusing range on some telephoto lenses.  One the side of the 
telephoto (and some long zoom lenses) there will be a focus limit switch that you can use 
to limit the lens focusing range. 

● Remove teleconverters. 

● As a last ditch solution, select Manual Focus and use the camera’s viewfinder focusing 
aids if needed.  My Nikon 500mm f4 lens will shift to manual focus immediately upon me 
turning the lens focusing ring. 
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11  Subject vs Image Sharpness 
 
 

Every lens has a sweet spot – an f-stop that produces the sharpest possible reproduction 
of the subject in exact focus.  That f-stop also produces the least distortion and lens 
aberration.  Normally this sweet spot is 2-3 stops down from its largest F-stop.  If you are 
shooting a 300mm F2.8 lens, I would expect that sweet spot to be F5.6 or F8.  In most 
modern lenses f8 is usually the sweet spot.  You can go online to check the lab tests for a 
particular lens and find its exact sweet spot.  When you know the sweet spot of a lens you 
can use your composition, positioning, and photo techniques to work towards that f-stop.  
 
There is an old wildlife photographer’s saying: “f8 and be there.”  Why?  Because f8 is the 
sweet spot for most 500mm f4 lenses.  Below is a typical test example of sharpness at 
various f-stops.  Remember, the smaller the f-stop (like f22) the greater the dof in the 
image, not the sharpness at the point of focus.   The lens test below comes from a 50mm 
f1.8 lens and clearly shows the sharpness at the point of focus at different f-stops.   

You can see that in this example, f5.6 is the 
sweet spot for this lens, and is sharper 
than either f1.8 or f22 at the point of 
focus. 

 
A good photographer only stops the lens down (to small F-stops like f16 or f22) as far as he 
needs the dof (depth-of-field) to include important areas of the image.  And conversely, a 
good photographer doesn’t stop the lens down but rather opens it up (to large f-stops like 
f4 or f5.6) in order to minimize dof and blur areas of an image that might be distracting in 
the foreground or background.  And while all this is going on in your head you want 
protect the quality of the image by shooting towards the lenses sweet spot if possible.   
 
The dilemma is obvious.  Trade off’s have to be made, and as a thinking photographer we 
make choices in f-stops, shutter-speeds, and points of focus – that all go towards our own 
personal photographic technique, or tastes.   Thus our particular style is born and our 
images come to reflect our personal vision of a subject. 
 
This give-and-take in choosing f-stops is sometimes beyond our control.  While shooting 
bald eagles at Farmington Bay WMA in Utah I had to decide how much shutter-speed I 
could sacrifice in order to stop the lens down to f8, its sweet spot – yet still have a chance 
of stopping action.  One rule of exposure when shooting with telephoto lenses is to try and 
keep the shutter-speed equal to or higher than your lens length in order to minimize 
vibrations.  Thus, a 500mm lens would perform best at f8 (for subject sharpness), and a 
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shutter-speed higher than 1/500th of a second.  Unfortunately, only a sunny day with a 
frontlit subject would allow this – while, in reality, we are shooting many mornings and 
evenings, on dimly lit days that would never allow f8 and 1/500 second exposures except 
with the newest cameras with high ISO technology, like my Nikon D3s. 
 
Image Sharpness is a product of the f-stop you are using as it applies to dof.  The bigger the 
f-stop (like f4) the less dof the image has, the smaller f-stop (like f16) creates more dof.  
This has nothing to do with sharpness at the point-of-focus, but rather with apparent 
sharpness in the overall image.  Distortion is always a problem at the extreme ends of the 
f-stops your lens is capable of using.  There are many photographers who will not shoot 
beyond f16 due to increased distortion. 
 
Telephoto lenses have less distortion than zoom lenses because the lens elements are 
fixed.  My 60mm f2.8 macro lens has excellent sharpness at the point-of-focus and 
excellent image quality all the way up to f27. 

 
This image was shot at f8, the sweet spot for my Nikon 500mm f4 telephoto lens.  Even though I’m 50 yards 
away from these three bald eagles, you can see the quality of the image in the sharpness of their eyes. 
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12  Shooting at Eye Level 
 
 

I pay a lot of attention to shooting at eye level whenever I have a portrait subject, whether 
it is a person or an animal.  Now this might seem obvious, but how many parents stand 
and point their camera down at their children – unwilling to get on the floor themselves.  
Shooting at eye level empowers your subject, making them just as important as the viewer 
of the image.  Here are some examples: 

  
Straight on head shot at eye level, outdoors with flash. A newborn baby’s toes from eye level. 

 
All these images were taken at eye level and show the power of compositions that use this 
portrait principle.  The power in the senior’s eyes in her outdoor, fill-flash portrait and the 
power of the baby’s toes in a studio image is significantly increased by shooting at eye 
level.   
 
Most wildlife subjects aren’t as tall as we photographers are, so spending time on your 
knees is a must, maybe even some time on your stomach.  A good pair of gardening knee 
pads is great for getting down to the ground with at least some comfort.  When you don’t 
shoot at eye level to your subject you make that subject into something “lesser”, 
something beneath you.  That probably sounds crazy but it comes across in photos – I see 
it and more particularly, I feel it in the image.  My personal opinion is that an eye level 
portrait is much more respectful of the person or species, when it is possible to do so. 
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The image of the Gopher Snake at eye level puts you into the snake’s world; it gives the 
viewer the snake’s view and makes for a much more interesting image.  The comparison 
image of shooting from above (in the image of me and the snake, below) shows how dull 
the view down to a subject can be.  The gopher snake becomes just something crawling in 
the dirt, nearly unidentifiable as a gopher snake and certainly not an interesting subject. 

This image, at right, shows me getting down to 
eye level to photograph this newborn elk calf. 

 

 
This is another of those “rules” that can be successfully broken at times.  I try and take the 
most powerful images I can, respecting the subject but also trying to add interest to the 
photograph.  Focusing on the eyes and shooting from eye level are two principles in 
portrait (people or wildlife) photography that can really improve the quality of your 
images.  Don’t be afraid to get down and get dirty if needed, dramatic photographs will be 
your reward. 
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The great thing about writing these pdf files is that I can update them, improve the 
accuracy of what I’m trying to get across to folks, and add sections for greater 
understanding.  You never stop learning in photography, and that is true for me nearly 
everyday.  I am continually reviewing other photographer’s images, finding image 
processing tips and tricks as newer versions of imaging software hit the market, and field 
tactics both in terms of the photographer and the subject. 
 
There is something about knowing that I can never learn it all, absorb it all, or be 
completely perfect – that drives me forward in an attempt to stay close to the edge of new 
skills and knowledge.  For those photographers who feel the same, photography is an 
eternal outlet for our artistic drive – a motivating force to pick up that camera and begin to 
look and see new things subjects, and to shoot in news ways. 
 
I hope this pdf helps you move forward in your quest to take outstanding images. 
 
Regards, 
 

 

 

PS. 
 
If you find mistakes or inaccuracies in this pdf please forward your thoughts to me, I would 
love to make corrections and keep it as accurate as possible. 
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